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• The Growth of Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL)

• Crypto, Stable-coins and Digital Currency

• Big Tech Payments Plays

• Where are we with Open Banking?

Discussion Topics
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Types of BNPL Providers 

Direct

− offered at point of sale

− low-cost, short-term

− Affirm, Afterpay, Klarna, Zip

Facilitators

− major payments companies with 
established merchant network

− connect their merchant network to 
direct providers’ BNPL products

− Mastercard, Stripe, Shopify, Fiserv

Retroactive

− mostly card issuers

− offer customers option to convert card 
balances to installment plans

− Amex, Chase
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Question 1

Have you made a purchase using buy now pay later?
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• short-term consumer installment credit

• often integrated with point of sale, online or in-store

• some can be loaded into virtual wallet (accessible even if merchant does not 
offer BNPL)

• often low or no interest but may carry late fees 

• usually, no hard credit pull

Consumer Terms

BNPL Product Overview
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− merchants pay the BNPL provider a percentage of the customer’s total 
purchase amount

− the provider pays the merchant the full purchase amount minus the fee and 
collects from the customer

− fraud and chargeback risks may be shifted to the BNPL provider

Merchant terms

BNPL Product Overview
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• competes most directly with credit cards (short-term, interest-free loans)

• rapid growth

• partnerships and consolidation
• Amazon, Walmart and Apple partner with Affirm

• Stripe partners with Klarna

• Square buys Afterpay

• Fiserv partners with Zip

• Alliance Data buys Bread

• Zip announces Sezzle acquisition

• banks, networks and issuers launch BNPL products
• Visa Installments

• Mastercard Installments 

BNPL Market Overview 
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Question 2

Would increased regulation make your business more reluctant 
to enter this market? 
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BNPL Regulatory Progression
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Pending rulemaking

UK BNPL Regulatory Developments

─ Woolard Review identified key areas of concern and a number of recommendations
• marketing/transparency
• affordability
• wider visibility and impact of this credit /debt 

─ Adverting Standards Authority Guidance

─ HMT Consultation and proposals – proportionate response
• scope of BNPL
• credit broking
• application of the Consumer Credit Act
• S.75 – Liability of creditor for breach of contract by retailer/supplier
• creditworthiness assessments
• treatment of customers in arrears
• access to the Financial Ombudsman Service 

─ FCA intervention on contractual terms under Consumer Rights Act
• termination of services
• set-off rights
• continuous Payment Authority - CPA
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− California 2020 consent orders with Afterpay, Sezzle and Quadpay (now Zip)

− in December, CFPB sent orders to largest providers requesting info on products, 
policies, customers, and data practices

− top CFPB concerns are excessive debt, lack of robust regulatory framework, lack 
of consumer protections and dispute resolution mechanisms, and data collection 
and monetization

− CFPB could use info it gathers for rulemaking, enforcement, or targeted 
supervision

− FCA rulemaking is likely to influence any CFPB rulemaking

CFPB inquiry and request for comment + California suits

US BNPL Regulatory Developments
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Regulation led by the CBUAE

Focus on UAE

Middle East BNPL Developments

─ in the EMEA region, BNPL is expected to account for 9% of ecommerce payments by 2023. 
It is estimated that 53% of MENA consumers will become BNPL customers this year

─ since Islamic law prohibits the practice of charging interest, BNPL schemes are dressed-up 
as an alternative to cash payments and BNPL companies monetise their model by charging 
merchant fees

─ in the UAE, BNPL arrangements are being regulated by the UAE Central Bank

─ options are limited for operating: incorporating on the mainland with an Emirati partner 
vs. incorporating in a financial free zone vs. partnering with a local bank and operating on 
the mainland

─ another trend on the payments front that we have seen is an increased uptake of digital 
wallets

─ in the UAE, the Central Bank is regulating this space with its new Stored Value Payments 
Regulations 2020
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Crypto & Stable-coin Update

─ updates out of the Middle East 
• new crypto-centre to open in the Dubai World Trade Centre FZ; spearheaded by Binance
• UAE seeing a jurisdiction competition ensuing between the DIFC, ADGM, DMCC and the 

DWTC to take the title of the true crypto centre of the UAE
• SCA has issued draft legislation regulating virtual asset providers
• in Bahrain, the crypto start-up Rain secured US$6 million in funding and is growing 

rapidly, whilst the region-wide crypto exchange CoinMENA acquired its license by the 
Central Bank of Bahrain in January

─ developments in the U.S.
• President’s Working Group on Financial Markets – Report on Stable-coins
• U.S. federal banking regulators call for regulation of stable-coins
• U.S. Federal Reserve report on U.S. digital currency

─ developments in the UK
• FSB’s report – concern rapid growth could destabilase financial markets particularly given 

the unregulated status
• ASA guidelines
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Question 3

How much have you (or would you be willing to) invest in crypto? 
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− increasing integration of payments and operating systems into larger tech 
platforms

− regulator concerns about opportunities for anti-competitive behavior, improper 
use of data, and other consumer protection issues resulting from tech giants 
moving into payments: 
• Control of platforms other companies rely on for hosting, advertising, and ecommerce

• Scale, market power, and data concentration

• Combining of data from multiple sources (e.g., social media, ecommerce transactions, 
and payments)

Payment’s integration & competition concerns

Big Tech Payments Developments
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− Sept. 2021 - FTC report on past, unreported acquisitions by largest tech companies and 
investigation of Amazon Web Services

− Oct. 2021 - CFPB orders to Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, PayPal, and Square 
requiring information on planned payments products, business practices, and data 
collection/monetization

− Dec. 2021- CFPB requests tech insiders report potential violations of federal consumer 
financial laws relating to AI and algorithms using whistleblower process 

− Jan. 2022 - FTC & DOJ inquiry launched to review merger rules to ensure analysis is 
appropriate with focus on digital markets

Increased scrutiny in the US

Regulatory Responses Timeline on Big Tech
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− reported out of Senate Judiciary Committee in January

− objective: prevent tech companies from:
• promoting their own products and services at the expense of third-party sellers on 

their platforms; or

• discriminating against third parties in applying terms of service or evaluating 
applications

− Bill has bipartisan support

− once attention turns to the midterm elections, chances of a tech bill passing 
will be reduced

American Innovation and Choice Online Act

Big Tech Legislation
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Question 4

Do you share the regulators concerns with Big Tech developing proprietary 
payment platforms? 
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A different approach to that of the US and the UK

Middle East Big Tech Developments & Legislation 

─ Big Tech is welcomed in the Middle East

─ unregulated from an anti-trust perspective

─ regulated like banks, from a payment offering perspective

─ Big Tech companies have contributed heavily to new laws in the UAE, 
such as the Personal Data Protection Law 2021
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Open banking – Where we are in the U.S.

─ US open banking is market-driven rather than standards-driven

─ no harmonized data/privacy principles

─ screen scraping is giving way to API-powered partnerships

─ data standardization efforts are ongoing (Open Bank Project, Afinis)
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− Banks still bear most of the reputational and regulatory risk from sharing 

data with third parties

− Significant concerns:

• risk allocation between banks and third parties for data breaches

• when banks can deny access to a third party the consumer has 

authorized 

• consumer consent and scope of access

Update on Open Banking – Where we are in the U.S.
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− Section 1033 of the Dodd-Frank Act is the key statutory basis for an open 
banking mandate in the US

− Section 1033 requires consumer financial services providers to make 
available to consumers information about products and services the 
consumer obtained from the provider

− In October 2020, the CFPB issued an advance notice of proposed rulemaking 
under Section 1033 

− CFPB’s interest is to further consumers’ control of their finances and promote 
competition

Update on Open Banking – Where we are in the U.S.

CFPB open data rulemaking
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Open Banking Update from the Middle East

─ Bahrain is leading the way in the region in the open banking space by 
adopting their 2018 open banking framework locally

─ Bahrain is also advocating other countries in the Middle East to start using 
the framework in order to enable banks to benefit from fintech digitisation

─ in Saudi Arabia, the Saudi Central Bank has announced that they are going to 
go live with their own open banking policy by mid-2022

─ The UAE’s Central Bank has voiced its support for the same but has not 
provided any draft regulation on the subject. The DFSA in the DIFC started 
granting open banking licences in 2020
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